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produce it as food for a developing larva and as the unique diet for the queen bee. without this the queen bee
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the public - thehalacha - area of contemporary halacha with an emphasis on practical applications of the
principles discussed. significant time is spent ensuring the inclusion of all relevant shittos on each topic, as
well as the of harav psak yisroel belsky, shlita on current issues. where to see halachically halachically
speaking is distributed to many shuls. it can be seen in flatbush, lakewood, five towns, far ... is there patient
autonomy in halacha - jewish virtual library - is there patient autonomy in halacha? rabbi zev schostak
patient autonomy, the right of a patient to determine his or her mode of medical treatment or to reject it, is a
sine qua non of the prohibition of smoking in halacha - rabbis - the rabbinical council of america a ruling
by the va’ad halacha rabbi asher bush, chairman the prohibition of smoking in halacha 4 tammuz 5766, june
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chometz to a goy. customs during sefira - thehalacha - the gemorah and the main rishonim6 who codify
halacha do not bring down the custom of refraining from any actions during sefira.7 the custom to refrain from
certain actions started during the times of the geonim.8 when some poskim discuss this inyun they say “some
places” do not take haircuts, and by weddings, “some” have the custom to refrain from making them.9
however, the accepted ... mendel trachtman and chaim trachtman halakhah lemoshe ... - mendel
trachtman and chaim trachtman 99 remarks, he felt honored and reassured to be considered the source of this
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